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British Standards Institute – BSI
Overview
Full online editorial system to manage BSI publications with the capability of having multiple users
and real-time high-speed typesetting to PDF within out any limitations. The editor has features to
manage Tables, Figures and Equations along with the facility to proof these individually whilst
editing. Revisions are maintained via track changes control and auditing with options to lock files
once signed-off.
The editorial system also has a full document management control with access privileges for articles,
images and proofs.

Features
Commissioned
Sector
Location
Platform

2017
Publishing
London
AMA DataSet – Strata CMS

A general overview of the editorial is listed below:
• Multiple users with secure access and IP control
• Editorial user managed by the BSI
• File management of documents
• Object control
• Editing of content, tables, and equations in an easy-to-use editor
• Typeset the publication in real-time within out any limitations
• Track changes and auditing of documents
• Facility to upload image recourses, EPS or JPEG
• Facility to import and export publication as XML
• Create consolidated and loose-leaf publications
• Archiving publications, clean revisions, create new next version

Security
An integral part of AMA’s CMS, Strata, is that all actions are audited throughout the editorial
process, this can be sign-in, navigation, through to editing. User access is an import part of the CMS
and user can be locked down by IP or double authentication.

File management of documents
The system has a sophisticated management for asset control from editable documents through to
resource files such as images and proofed PDFs. The user has the facility of locking documents,
bookmark for quick access and adding metadata. Below is a quick overview of features.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share or Lock of resources (files and folders)
Access level control of resources
Add resources to favourite list
Copy, duplicate and rename of resources
Reorder and move
Security control
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British Standards Institute – BSI

Metadata
Import of XHTML, XML, images
Import documentation
Proof template control
Proof script control

Folder view, showing file management of documents

Editing of document, showing panels ‘Insert Object’ and ‘Track Change’

Object control
The document editor uses eXtensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML) as its core base and it is
this provides the user with a graphical view when editing documents to ensure that complex items
such as tables or equations are laid out correctly. This provides the user an easy way to manage
document coding, be it editing, importing, exporting or direct editing of the XHTML within the
editorial system.
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The editor uses blocks of XHTML data to control complex items such as a Figure and Tables, these
are referred to as ‘Objects’. The user has the facility of inserted objects within the editor to build the
page. Using this method, complex setting such as figures and equations within a table are simply
objects within objects and each individual object is designed to typeset to the assigned template.

Coding of the documents using XHTML

Insert Object panel, showing various predefined control for Tables, Figure and Equations
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Showing side panel with multiple Objects within Objects. In this case there is a Note within a List within a Table

List of objects
• Table: straddle columns and rows; footnote
• Figures: multiple images
• Images
• Equation: inline and numbered
• Notes
• Break: page; section
• Footnotes
• List
• Paragraph
• Revision marks
• Object within Objects

Editing of content via the editor
With any editor it is essential to maintain consistency and ease of use. To achieve this, the editor has
two side panels and a top bar to aid the user.
The left panel has article control, listing of typeset proofs, document navigation and object inserts.
When a user places their cursor into the edited text, the object panel will change to reflex the nested
position and any available options for that object, such as insert row when in a Table object.
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Left panel showing the options of Table Object

Equation editor using LaTex
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The right panel has additional options for the user:
• Track changes
• Revisions
• Footnotes
• Comments
• Workspace
o Inline characters
o Metadata
o Functions: renumbering
o Gallery
o Search and Replace

Right-hand panel showing track changes

Right-hand panel showing footnotes
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Right-hand panel showing inline characters within workspace tab

Right-hand panel showing metadata of the document within workspace tab
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Right-hand panel showing image gallery within workspace tab

Proofing
The user can typeset either a single object such
as an equation, typeset a whole document or
typeset a folder many documents. The template
is designed for a given publication with the XHML
compiling to XML and set with the assigned
template set in the metadata. This process is
extremely quick and can set up to 500 pages per
minute. All proofing is performed in the
background allowing the user to continue with
editing.
Landscape and continuation of objects such as
Tables and Figures are automatically set without
the need of user intervention. Each proof is
saved and can be retrieved at any time. Previous
typeset documents can be compared with newer
version to create loose-leaf documents.
Pagination is controlled automatically and set via
the metadata of the document or folder.
The user can proof for press PDF, colour coded
for ease of checking, proof with track changes.
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Sample PDF pages from BSI editorial system
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Typeset PDF pages from BSI editorial system
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Summary
Software as a Service (SaaS)
Hosting and Support
Bespoke Enhancements
Implementation and Configuration
Typesetting and production service
High speed pagination
Consultancy Services

AMA DataSet Limited

From back-ups to user access, we fully support your
solution.
Our dedicated servers provide high availability access to
your solution.
As the software manufacturer we are able to make quick
and efficient enhancements to the solution.
We fully support your software project from setup
through to training and launch.
Fully trained in-house typesetter and production control
to help with the day-to-day running of the system.
Documents can be typeset concurrently up to 500 pages
per minute in the background.
We use our experience gained from hundreds of projects
to ensure the right solution for your business.
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